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ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA, DECEMBER, 1965

A Wild Silhouette

First Year Profile: Frosh A Go-Go

Mutual Friends

The Minneapolis Agency of the
Minnesota l\{utual Life Insurance
Company recently announced that it
EDITOR'S NOTE: Mr. Murphy, himself a fr eshman, mirwill prepare a Student Directory
rors to some extent the unusual nature of the class he
for William Mitchell Students this
here discusses. Sincere newsmen don't make news, pin on
year.
this p-iebald beast of a grou71 one BA. ( t. John's llniThis pocket size directory will
versity) on e M-4.., (Minne.wta-Ettgli.~lt) one toul" of
contain the name, address and
E~1ro7>e and 011.e year of c.olle,qe tead,ing (St. Olaf s).
phone number of each student. The
The author currently works in a bank.
name of the wife of each married
The only generalization that can be made about this year's freshmen student is also included.
that no generalizations can be made about them.
The directories will be available
A statistician might say that th i yeiv the average freshman at Mil- by the middle of December for evLiam )litchel.l i • u. white male. And right a\vay his average wouldn't hold ery student.
up because there are four women in the class and one of them, Constance
The Minnesota Mutual Life InBowman is colored.
surance Company has underwritten
There may only be on thing about this class of any interest than can the American Law Student Associbe reduced to an average-the Princeton test score, a respectable 516. ation Life Insurance Program for
EYerything else gambols. Most are from Minnesota, but there are some the past ten years . In connection
from the Dakotas, Wisconsin, even California and Texas. Most studied with the program, these directories
the hmnane ubject in colle«e. but almost as many eem to have cience · are made available to law schools
backirround . Their occupation· range from law clerk to ob tetriciru1, from interested in obtaining them for
coll ire hii,tor profe sor to bartender. At least two new student are their students.
By Michael Murphy

( Continued on page 5, col. 3)

Mitchell to Award
J. D. Degree
Beginning This Spring
By Jame S. Lane III

Commencing next spring, William
Mitchell graduates who held bachelor's degrees upon entering law school
will be awarded the J. D. (Juris
Doctor) rather than LL.B. (Bachelor of Laws) degree, according to a
recent announcement by Dean
Douglas R. Heidenreich.
Replacement of the traditional
LL.B. as the first professional degree in law, which came as a surprise to most law school students
here, was decided upon by the
Board of Trustees at their meeting
last June. Both the Section of Legal
Education and Admission to the Bar
of the American Bar Association
and the full time law school faculty
had recommended the change earlier.
There will be no changes in the
requirements or the course of study
leading to the degree.
Impetus for awarding the J. D.
came from a resolution adopted
unanimously by the Section of Legal Education and Admissions to
the Bar at its annual meeting in
1964. The Section invited consideration of the J. D. as the first professional degree in law in a memorandum dated September, 1964, to
ARA-approved law schools, and
within nine months the Board of
Trustees of William Mitchell College of Law acted favorably upon
the Section's recommendation.
Dean Heidenreich explained that
the change was made here as well as
at many other law schools "in recognition of the fact that the professional doctorate more clearly represents the caliber and quality of
work required of the law student

than does the LL.B., which is too
often thought of as merely a second
bachelor's degree."
William Mitchell students were
first alerted to the possibility of replacing the LL.B. by an article in
the June, 1965, Student Lawyer
Journal, the publication of the
American Law Student Association.
In that article Dean John G. Hervey of the Oklahoma City University School of Law, the person acknowledged to be the prime mover
behind the change to the J. D .,
cited William Mitchell as one of
four law schools where recommendations for a change to the J .D. were
"being processed through the academic structure."
When asked by Student Bar Association officers at the beginning of
the current academic year to confirm the accuracy of the Student
Lawyer Journal article, the Dean
referred to the June decision by the
Board of Trustees as a " fait accompli."
Like news of last year's tuition
increase, notice of the J. D. decision
circulated among students during
the fall semester by word of mouth.
There was no formal announcement
of the change.
According to Dean Heidenreich,
all but four or five fourth year students who do not already hold
bachelor's degrees will be candidates
for the new degree next June. He
also noted that one full time faculty
member, Mr. William B. Danforth,
holds the J. D. degree.

What is the J.D. ?
According to proponents of the
(Continued on page 2, col. 3)

Full-Time Corporations Chair

Three New Instructors Named
By Ralph Latchaw
A Winter Evening Study-Mitchell at 6 :00 p.m.

Danforth Readies First
Intramural Law Review

r

In a move bound to generate enthusiasm with third year Legal
Writing classes, Assistant Dean
William B. Danforth recently announced the birth of a booklet-type
Intramural Law Review, with the
first edition scheduled for early this
year.
Hopefully the forerunner of a
full-scale law review, the new publication will appear annually and feature in 50-60 pages the five or six
best research papers produced in the
Legal Writing classes. The format
will be similar to that employed by
Kew York University and numerous other law schools for intramural
law reviews.
Approx i ma.tel y five-hundred
copies of the first edition are being
printed by H. M. Smyth Company,
Inc., St. Paul, for distribution to
the Board of Trustees, Members of
the Corporation, faculty, students,
interested alumni and benefactors. ·

Faculty Teams
Recruit Students
William Mitchell faculty members are currently visiting Minnesota colleges and plan to pay calls
on several western Wisconsin colleges soon to meet students interested in attending William Mitchell
College of Law.
Thus far visits have been made to
St. Olaf's and Carleton, both at
Northfield, Mankato State at Mankato, and St. John's at Collegeville,
Minnesota.
According to Registrar Jack Davies, forty per cent of those now
studying law in Minnesota attend
William Mitchell, "but many students continue to choose law schools
\\·ithout considering the advantages
of evening law schools in general or
William Mitchell in particular."

William Mitchell added three new instructors this
Fall, two as full-time faculty men and one on a parttime basis .
Mr. Walter Anastas has been named the first Louis
W. Hill Professor of Corporation Law under a grant
established by the Louis and Maud Hill Foundation
for the instruction of Corporation Law on a full-time
basis.
Mr. Anastas came to the United
States in 1950 at the age of 20,
spent two years in Army Intelligence, and attended the University
of Minnesota where he earned a
B .B.A. "with distinction" in 1956
and William Mitchell where he took
his L.L.B. cum laude in 1964. While
in school Mr. Anastas worked for Walter Anastas
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company as a transportation analyst and as a
law clerk for Dorsey, Owen, Marquart, Windhorst and
West. Mr. Anastas remained with that firm after
graduation until he assumed his present position .
Mr. William C. Hunt will teach Constitutional Law
part time both semesters. Mr. Hunt was introduced
to part time teaching when he was a substitute at
William Mitchell for Constitutional Law and Trade
Regulations. A graduate of the University of Minnesota in 1958, Mr. Hunt holds a B.S.L. (Bachelor of
Science and Law) and an L.L.B. From 1958 to 1960
he served in the Anti-Trust Division of the United

States Department of J usice. In 1960 1\!Ir. Hunt was
named as assistant U.S. District Attornev for :Minnesota, and in 1961 l1e joined the 1e!ral taJf of Minnesota lining and Manufacturing Compan~·- At the
3M Company Mr. Hunt pecializ • in trade regulation problem s. Mr. Hunt is mar.L"ied . hi wife's. nnme is
Liel, and he has three children.
Jack Davies is teaching Legislation the first semester and will teach Conflict of Laws
the second In addition to his teaching duties Mr. Davies will act as
Registrar.
Mr. Davies graduated in 1954
from the University of Minnesota
with a B.A. in Journalism magna
cum laude . After serving in the
armed services he re-entered the ....,.• ...__,,
University of Minnesota Law School
and received his L.L.B. in 1960 cum
laude. While in law school Mr. Davies was the sports editor for KSTP,
and part of his duties was to write
the late Dick Nesbitt's sports show.
In 1958 Mr. Davies was elected to
the state senate on the D.F.L. ticket
to represent the present 42nd district which includes the Minneapolis
loop and areas immediately south
and east of it. Mr. Davies is with
Jack Davies
the law firm of Fine, Simon, and
Schneider.
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Continued from page I

shift to the J. D., it is important to affect both their salary and promo- seems clear that it will set h •.
Editor ..... . ........ . ...................... James E. Conway
distinguish between professional and tion potential.
apart from most of his fellow attorresearch degrees awarded for gradThe majority of students who neys-at least in Minnesota. A cle1 '
Associate Editor .............................. David Planting
uate study. In law there are two commented on the change, espe- in the office of the Minnesota Sta,
Alumni Editors ...... .............. .. John E. Brandt, Joe Daly
commonly recognized professional cially upperclassmen, said that they Bar Association, where all applica
Photographer ........ .... .... ... ....... .. ....... .. Ed Johnson
degrees, the Bachelor of Laws thought professional opportunities tions for admission to practice ar,
(LL .B.) and Juris Doctor (J.D.) , depended more upon individual fac- processed, said that in her e:iq>eri
Lee Fossum , Bill Glew, John R. Hoffman, James S. Lane III, Ralph
and two research degrees, the Mas- tors, such as personality, academic ence " very few" applicants held thl
Latchaw, Michael M. Murphy, Paul E. Nymack, Gary E. Pringle,
ter of Laws (LL.M.) and Doctor of record, and experience, and said that J.D. degree.
Jerry Regnier, Bill Somerness.
Jurisprudence (S.J.D.).
they did not think that the J.D. deIt now appears rather clear that
The J .D. is the professional doc- gree alone would open many doors next summer her office will have upVolume 9
December, 1965
No. I
torate in law. It is the law school to them which would not otherwise wards of sixty new applications
equivalent of the M.D . in medicine have been open.
from William Mitchell graduates
and D.D.S. in dentistry. It is not a
Whether one believes the J.D. which may well cause her to modify
Editorial
research degree, which customarily will aid him professionally or not, it her statistical judgment.
requires independent research and
study, and it should not be confused
with research doctorates, such as the
"I will study and get ready, and perhaps my chance will come."
Ph.D., S.J.D., Ed.D., or D.B.A.
LINCOLN
There is lack of uniformity among
Perhaps . . . depending on where you rank in your class. Because law schools with respect to their
your place in the pecking order is released to prospective employers and first professional degree in law and
is unquestionably the one most salient factor determining your immediate their requirements for the J.D. degree. Several law schools confer the
"chances" upon graduation from law school.
J.D.
for honors work, but only
Should it be? Among the leading law schools which have abandoned the
class ranking system to date are Columbia, Michigan, Harvard, and the about thirty-five award it to all or
nearly all of their graduates, as WilIntrospection and self-criticism are as important for the law school
University of California at Berkeley.
These schools are tradition-steeped. Their decisions cannot be laid to liam Mitchell proposes to do. This itself as for the individual law student and the individual lawyer. One of
the temper of an age whose concern is security nor ascribed to a cur- number will increase to fifty or more the most important subjects for review and reevaluation is the curricuby next year, according to a New lum. Because of the fact that all of our classes are given in the evening
rent of welfarism which will not accept the law of strife.
York
University professor of law and a comparatively limited amount of space is available we have always
A growing number of law school student bodies are arguing cogently
that the ranking system, because controlled by and dependent upon the who surveyed the opinion of mem- followed the pattern here at William Mitchell of requiring all students to
hypothetical "bell curve" which bunches students at the middle of the ber schools of the Association of take nearly every course in the curriculum. Electives have been limited
in number and scope and have been available only to fourth year stuclass, results in artificial and meaningless stigmatizing for those students American Law Schools in 1964.
The University of Chicago and dents.
caught in the great middle. Where grade-point averages are carried out
to one-hundredth of a percentage point, as at Mitchell, a student with a Northwestern University law schools
This year we have available more choices than ever before but we
76.00 average might easily land in the top third of his class, while are the two most prominent institu- continue to require the individual student to choose between two paranother student with a 74.00 average would be in the bottom half of the tions which presently award the ticular courses. For example, he may take either Legislation or ComparaJ.D . as the first professional degree tive Law, but not both. While this lends some degree of :flexibility to the
same class, with 50 students ranked between them.
The ranking system, with all the disagreeable humors it diffuses, is in law. Conspicuously absent from program it does not give the student the freedom of choice that he should
certainly not immutable and may easily be abolished with no attending such a list are the leading law have.
attack upon the competitive system itself. Top students could be given schools of the East and West: HarAccordingly we have been examining our present curriculum in an
the recognition they deserve by the publication of an Honor Roll or Dean's vard, Yale, Columbia, New York attempt to determine what changes, if any, should be made. Questiom
List. Grade averages could continue to be computed and potential em- University, Virginia, Stanford, and being considered are these :
ployers furnished with a guide as to what the averages indicate. The top California.
1. Should some courses either be eliminated or combined with othersr
Why the J.D.?
10%-20% of each class might be ranked, with no ranking beyond, or the
Several arguments favor the
2. Should some courses which are now required be made 'elective:'
average of the lowest man in the top 10%-20% released . Numerous other
change from the LL.B . to J.D. de3. Should some electives be added?
arrangements are possible.
gree. There are apparently few, if
4. Should some courses be given fewer hours than we now devote to
Under the present system at Mitchell, the number of places between
any, disadvantages. It is reasoned
them?
a 74.26 average and a 75.09 may be so great as to unfairly depress the
that the J.D. more accurately re"chances" of the lower man.
A faculty committee composed of Mr. Danforth, Mr. Green and Mr.
flects the work accomplished by the
The best system is that which will act as a spur to energy and which
law student than does a bachelor's Montague has been considering these questions. The basic assumptions
will direct that energy most productively. It is questionable whether our
degree and that the J.D. will raise that have formed the foundation for the committee's deliberatii,ms are
ranking system inspires scholarship of any kind or produces a desirable
the professional stature of the law- these:
brand of incentive .
yer to the same level as graduates
1. Every course which is covered in the bar examination should be
It is certain that students pilloried by the principal of survival of the
of medical and dental schools, who
a required course in law school.
fittest, which really ought to apply to rubber plants and ocelots, deserve
also receive professional doctorates.
2.
Certain other courses, while not covered in the bar examination
a discussion of this question.
J .E.C.
"Measured in terms of the qualiare important enough that they should be required of every student
fications of students who enter the
who is graduated from law school.
law schools, the level of intellectual
Book Review:
3. While the case method is an instructive and valuable approach
activity, and the scholastic standto the teaching of substantive law, there are certain courses which
ards exacted for survival and gradcan be taught, particularly to third and fourth year students, by
uation, legal education is comparaother means.
ARRE T: The deti.ti()li To Take a the condu-ioii-. Ce rt a in 1y this ble to programs which lead to doctorates
in
other
fields,"
according
to
4.
The
law school should offer the maximum number of courses posSuspect Into Custody. Hy Wayne would seem to b o to ·tbe exten L
sible and the maximum number of choices to the individual stuR. LaFave. Bo ton: Little. Brown, that ob•erved practices are not Dean Hervey .
The J.D. would have the added
dent so long as a high quality of instruction is maintained.
repre entative of pra,cti es through1965. Pp .540. , 10.00.
STANLEY C. TOWN W ICK a out th · country. Thi possibility i practical significance of improving
The
committee is still deliberating and no concrete results have been
senior at tke, William .Mitchell Col,. recognized. is fair!~, stated and is the income of those in academic or reached thus far. However, some of the suggestions which are being congovernment positions where arbilege of Laiv liolds a B
de11ree then minimized in the editor' _preftrary limitations imposed by a sidered are:
fro,m tlic ct.ate ni·versit;y of fowa, ace.
bachelor's
degree, irrespective of
(a). Offering an Introduction to Procedure course in the first year,
and an M ~-L fo, 811siness :id,minisDesp.ite attentioJJ to micro ·copic
field of concentration, frequently either combining it with the course in Introduction to Law or making
trutio·1I, from, tlte niversitlJ of Mi'Tl- tlebt.il, Profes or LaFa~·e ha manroom for it by reducing the credits given to some of the other first year
nesota. ~Ir. Townswiclc i.s 36 yeani a aed to maintain the perspective of
of age, ·mor:ried and the father of one whose concem is the entire proc- example, there are many cases deal- courses.
of rimjnal justice. He doe this ing with the question of when inth ree clii/dren. He is employed by
(b). Combining the present courses in Sales and Negotiable InstruLutheran Brotherhood as the Man- by ski11full:r relating hi .material to formation from a narcotics inform- ments into a full year course in Commercial Transactions which would
the other books in the serie with- ant is sufficient to justify an arrest, cover both areas and include some material on chattel security device,.
ager of General AcC-Oiinting.
ARRE 'I: The D ecision To Tal.·e out eriously encroaching 011 their but there is little guidance on the
(c). Combining the courses in Wills and Trusts into an integrated,
a uspect Into (Justoi];y auspiciously subject Il11l tter.
question of when an officer can make
full
year, four-credit course.
That the description of police a felony arrest on the basis of suslaunche the American Bar Founda(d). Providing for a greater number of electives and allowing thfrd
t ion
Administration of Criminal procedures ha been pur -eful be- picious conduct which he observes.
Justice eries. The fir t oI five plan- comes very clear as unre olved i In summary, the book is a well year students to take one or more electives.
ned volumes, A.rrest will be followed ues emerge and a.re summa.rized in written description of observed po(e). Arranging the schedule so that a student might be able to select,
b ~ the publication of .Det ect.ion oj the concluding cbapter of the book. lice procedures and the practical for example, three of five possible alternatives in any one semester .
Gri.me. Pro118{,-ut-ion, ~-tdj1.ulication Two example - will indicate their in- problems that confront police in
Of course, these are merely suggestions which may or may not be put
tensely practical nature.
and Sentencing.
their daily activities. It can be read
into
effect. Administrative problems in making a change in curriculum
One
uch
issue
involve
police
di
Written by Prof or Wayne R.
profitably by anyone who has a recretion. Contrary to popular belie.fs sponsibility in any phase of criminal are tremendous. Students who began under the previous curriculum must
La:FaYe oi the 'niversit oi
be accommodated and considered at every turn; additional faculty memnoi:; College of L aw, Arre.tt is nei- or jdeaJ , police do not and cannot justice administration.
t her an apology for nor a criticism of folly enforce crimjnaJ law by arre tIts ultimate value can be assessed bers and additional space must be provided. Perhaps it will be impossible
cunent police p ractices. Rather the ing all violators. ConsequenUy, tlier in no better words than the author's to change our present curriculum in any significant way; perhaps it is
emphafr .is on de cription. The i a need for police discretion in the own, when he says, "The importance not desirable to do so. Nevertheless, it is important to make a periodi
author describe with clarity and arre t decision. The difficulty i that of this volume depends upon the sig- reevaluation and review of the situation to determine what can be done
scholarly dispassion one police pl'o- the respon·ibilities of police courts nificance of the issues which have to improve our program.
cedu.r alter another tbrougbout the prosecutor and legislatures with re- been emphasized and upon the exIt has always been the stated aim of William Mitchell to provide tl1
book Underlying data ar emp1n- ;pect to the discretionary power of tent to which it stimulates further
best
legal education within the inherent limitations of an evening pro·
cal and were obtained by a research police to a:rrest has been ill defined effort toward understanding the isgram.
However, the students have a right to expect that we will offer
if
not,
in
fact,
ignored.
staff who ob erved activities in varsues and assessing alternative means
them the maximum benefits within those limitations. We feel that we
ious police departments in M:ichigan
Another problem ar:ea involves of dealing with them."
Wisconsin and Kansa".
evidentiary requirements for arre t.
In the opinion of this reviewer, have been successful in doing so thus far and we hope to offer an even
The fact that data were obtained Police officers are confronted daily future events will indeed attest that better program in the future. Whether or not next year sees any signififrom a. rnstricted geographic area with ituation tbat are seldom con- Arrest is an important volume.
cant changes, the students and the school will have profited from this
mzy limit omewhat the validity of sidered in appellate litigation. For
Stanley C. Townswick
review of the curriculum.

RANK NONSENSE?

BY THE DEAN

Police Procedures Scrutinized

.a.

rm-
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The NLRB, 301 Suits and Arbitration
. One of the mo t trouble ome and •- -- - - -- -- -- - - p idly changing area of labor law
About the Author
oday involY the problem of reconciling the pltblic policy favoring arJack Frost. a ·enior at
bitration of labor disput with the !\litchell College of Law. i
xclu.sive jurisdiction of t he N RB
ua te of
over di pu les that ii)Volve unfair la J unior
b r practi<:e . Adding to the confu..Jacal t r
ion in l11is ru-ea is the overlappin
lege and a ttendcd
jmisclict ion of federal !LD<l state
the United tat
cour over enforcem nt of arbitraAir Force Acadetion clauses in collective bargaini.ng
my.
aareements. As a Tesult of the broad
He ha.s been emfederal policy of en onraging complo~red -for t:he past
pliance with arbitration agreements.
six ear by Genmost su.i tor are r orting to the f deral MilL. Inc., i.t1
eral court; . rather Lhan state courts various employe relations funcwhen . ewn enforcement o:f arbi- tion . At present he i · a member
tration agreements. In ]ight of tbi of the o.rporat Per onn.cl erv1ce ·
trend to~\·ud utilization o{ the fed - Department.
eral court , th.is discu-sion will be
Jack . hi wife El iiabeth, and their
di.reeled primarily at the prol;>lem of three children make th ir horn in
reconciliation between the federal N t Hope.
court and the NLRB. The primary
question that aris i whell1er the
court may compel arbitration Wlder
hor Manage ment Rela tions A t
a collecti
bargaining agreement
e..'."llt:es Jy fru,rush es some uhwhen the dispute- involved is the
stan tive law. It -points out what
ubj ct of an unfair labor practice
the parties JD.aY or niay not do
•
cha.rge pending before the 11,rJ,RB.
1D
certain
ii-nations. Other
problems will lie in the pe-

301:History

At ommou law· an agreement to
ar.bitrate, while not illegal was revocable at any time before rendition
of- the award and couJd not be pi"ci:fi.call.r eniorced.1 The question of
the federal court' power to enforc
labot1 arbitration agreements was
clouded by the passage of the :Federal Arbitration A.ct, fir t pas ed in
1925 and codified in 1947.• This Act
makes executory agreements to arbitrate specifically enforceable in
the federal cour , but exelud contract- of employment of worker engaged in interstate commerce." The
qu -tion which ·oon aro e in the interpretation of thi ct wa whether
tJ1 " ontr.acts of employment'' ref rre<l to in the Act were limited to
individual employr,nent contra
or
wh ther they included all ·oll ctive
baraaining a!!Teement .
In 194,7 the La.bor l\laIJJige.ment
R lation
cl commonly called the
Taft-Hartley ct, was enactecl.' ction SOl of this A t giv _ the federal
di trict courts jucisdieti.on of suits
for violatian of collectiv barirainiiw
agreement in industcie affecting inter tate Commer : The .immediate
question that aro- under tb i section wa , hether it wa. merely a
proYi "ion <:oucerllill"" procedural law
or whether it carried an implied aiithority for th federnl ourts to
.fashion · ub tanth-e rules for enforcina collective baroaining agre ments..
In Liu aln Mills' Ute court held
that ction SOI gives tlle federal
court both the power to order perform.ao<:e of a contract to arbitrate
and autliocity to fas.li ion a body of
ubstantivc law to be appli 1 in
uch <:a •
In it. o~inioIJ the court made the
following comment on the ub· tanLive law to be applied :
o nd ude lha1. the :mbs tan ·
live law to apply in sui ts under 301 ( a) i federal law,
whicli th.e our ts .must fashion
from the- p olicy o f onr national labor Ja" .. . . The La-

n.umhra of e ~"llress s tntu,tor:y
om v.-i.ll lack ex-

mandates.

press st.alutory sanction

but

will he olved by looking at the

policy of the legi la1ion and
Ia!!hioni.ng a remedy that ... w
e:ff.ecruate that poli y. The
range of ju dida1 im·en ti-vene ·
will be determfoed b. the natnre of th problem . ' •
There .is little doubt that the pr ent tatu of the law give. the federal courts ·the right, w1der ection
301, to enlorce a.greement to arbitrate in labor. contracts.
,
On _qu t1on J~f\ u·n an~':ered by
the Lincoln_ 111.iUs . de"ClSlon ':as
whether . !'! bon 30.1 1· tb~ exclusive
law-_ appl)cable to labor d1 putes ~ tectm,"" inter tate comm:rce. Th i
quc tJo.n was answered m Olta.rles
Do,wd Box Co . v. '011rtney io ~vhen
the upr~e OI,UL ruled that 301
~ot_divest tnt~ cour ?r tl:eir
Jun dtctI~n o,·er ~ 1~ for v10lation
of collectr~.,~ bargammg a.gr emen .
~ the opanQn of Lhe . ,onrt. as dehverecl
Ju_slice . tewart,
. . . ect1~n .~Ol (a) sllllpl! ~·v~ ~e
federal _distmcl ~our~- JutJsd1cb~n
over. wts for v10.l ation of tertam
specified type of contracts, The
tatute do · no~ 5!a't~ ~or even .sug~ t that sue~ Jun diction be . ·clu1ve.
pro J~e that ~cl1 m of
~e kind d cr1be~ ~ay be brought
m the federal dtstr1ct coui:t , not
that they mu . be. ' Tl~us it ~an b
en that seeb?n 301 JS c?ns1d~red
as supplementm<T
-.,, not ili=laclll""
-,,, ·· "'
th~ Late cour ' jurisdiction over
u1t'."' to_enforce labor agreements a£fectmg mter tale commerce. Follow·~ th deci ion in. Dowd Box Oo.~'
it wa ·m ade clear by the c".urt. th_at
w_h':1 t~e rtat cQurts exercJS JUrLSdiction m l.abor cases they must apply federal la,,- wl1enever it confl.icts
\\;th tbc ta.te ln,w."'
everal tate. includjng l\ifumeat.a. have arbitration tatutes which.
are e.,-preisly applicable to labor clisputes and which make arbitration

?O~

?Y }fr-

!t

agreements in labor agree.men euforceable.'° In the e tates in th abenc f conflict "·ith th federal law
the state court. ma,y enforc an
A,:,"Te meot to a rbitrate ven though
there may b an un!ai:r labor practice involved under the Taft-Hartl y - ct. L ikcwi.se, cou.r • in everal
tate- not having arbitration statutes -pecifically including Jabot
agreements ha e }1e1d that u ch
agreement are en Corceable.'-'
On.. Jun °o, 1960, thre deci ions
i.nvolving arbitra~ion were handed
down by the United tates upreme
Court.'° These thr e ca
imtiated
by th United tat
teelworker
Union under section S01 have come
to b known as the " teelwoi:ke
Triology."' 6 Th decision in these
cases was felt by om to be the
''Magna Charta ' of arbitration. The
ba ie guide Jine ·et forth for courts
to fo llow i.n enfordng an arbitration
agreement wa· that it. i not the
court',- duty to inquire into the meriL~ of the claim. Rather the court
must enforce the agreement to a.rbitrate unless . can be said with positive as urance tha t th arbitration
clau i.s not use ptibJ • of an interpretation that it covers the asserted
di pute. T hi interpretation of 30]
a applied to enforcement of arbitration agreements was based primar il, on ec. Q 03 (d) o f th TaftHartley Act." Thi se tion ets
forth the p roposition that t.he de irable mea:n of ttling grie,·ancc i
by them tbod a.gr ed to by the partie .16 The trpreme Court felt that
thi. policy ou ld only be eff ctuat d
when the mean ho n b~7 the partic for ettlement of tlieir dispute
i given "full play." 1.0
T.h re ult of thi development of
t he law un der 801 leaves u - with the
·
con clu ·ion th.a t ar b-1tral1on
agreemeut. in collective bargaining agreements can and mu t be enforced b)
the courts. regard]
of th merits
of the claim. mil ~ it clearly be
shown tha t the di~pute i outside
the op of Lhe arbitration clause .
vVilh this back!!Tound we now turn
to the question o.f th conflict ari
i.ng between the court enfor ement
of an arbitration clau· e under 301
and the ~LRB ~ exclmfrve juri di
tion ove,r unfair fo.bor practice..

Court Interpretation
In t eelworker,; 1: . American Al·uminmn. Corp. "" I.he qu tion before
the court wn.s whetl,er a union .is entitled to arbitration of its gr.iernn
prote ·ting employ ' di ebarae follo,\Tiuu the employer ~ plant slmtdown and lockout, not-with ta.nding
the fact tha an unfair laboI pra.ctice charge wa pending before the
NLRB on the same matter.
Th ontract in thi case ran until
December ] 9. 1963. uri.nu the file
of t he contract on Augu t 8 !)63,
th employer instituted a lockout
b~· shutting down it plant. Tb bai for lhe employcl!' action was its
clainl Lhat the unio1l and it memhers were guilty of work ,lowdown.
e r:pr ly prohibited by tl1c contract. For th.is reason. the compMy
declar •d the contract terminated
and two day later on August SO,
1963, each employee was advi ed by
telegram that his employment with

1 R ed Cross Line v. Atlanti c Fruit Co.,
o Textile Worke rs Union v. Lincoln Mills.
IS Labo r l\!unngement R •lut!ons .\ ct. S'l~·
,,1·a note 1.'. sect. 20 a, Tends us follow :
264 U.S. 109 (1924).
353 U.S. 448 ( 1957).
2 United States Arbitra tion Act, 61 Sta t.
7 Ibid.
( d ) Fin.al ndJu anent bl" a rnelbod
(Urre,,,;J upon br the Pit rues Is here669 (1947 ), 9 U. S. C. sec. 1·14.
• Textile W orkers Union v. Lincoln Mills.
by declared to b
the- desirable
• nited
tates Arbitration o\ .t. ;nrpra supra note six, a t 456.
method for
ttlemeat of grievance
note t wo, sect. l read~ as follow. : ••. ..
• Tex tile Workers Union v. Lincoln Mills .
disputes arising over tbe application
but nothing herein eontalned shall apply su pra note six.
of interpretation of a.n e.."<isti11g l.'01·
to contra.ct,; o! e mp1oyme11t or seamen.
1
rles Dowd Box Co. v. Courtney.
lecth·e bargaining &,,"feement. . . •
roilroad emplore . ar any other c l
or 3680 Cha
U.S. 502 (1962).
•• nited Steelworker, 1· . Amcric,t.n ~lfg.
workers ungaged in fore.i-gn or lntersti,te
11 I bid.
Co., •·u11ra note 15 at 566 .
commerce."
1 2 L ocal 174, T eamsters v. Lucas Flour
"'United teelworkers v. America n Inte r• L a bor Mana gement Relations Act, 61
Co .. 309 U .S. 95 (1962 ).
naticmal .\ lwr1inum Corp.. 334 F , d 147
Stat. 142 (1947 ) 29 U.S.C. 141.
1 3 L a bor
Rela tions Reporter, LRX 23 (5th Cir. 1964 ) .
• Lnbor )lnnagem ent Relations
t. $U "Id. a t 150.
m-a note :four, scat SOJ read., as follows: (! 963) .
,. Ibid .
"" United Steelworke,·s ~·. American Inl a ) Suits i'Or TJ'Olittion of contracts between an employer and n labor or•
1, United Steelworkers v. "Enterprise ternational A lu minum Co r p., supi·a note
gsnisaUon rcpre entlng employee lri Wh eel and Car Corp., 363 U .S. 593 (1000' 20. a t 150.
n.n industry n1feeting commer ·e as U nited Steelworkers v. Ame rican )lfg.
"' Id. a t 151.
defined In this Acl or b lll'eon any C,;i •. 303 .5. .;5 .1 (19Bfi) .
"" Unit.id Steelworkers v. A merican In,;;uch lnbor organization,,. mo)' he. 363 u,s. 56+ (10110 ) .
ternotiann/ Alu minum Corp. , supra n ote
brought in nn)' district court of ti•" .. .,it.en tcelwor kers \'. W a rrior a nd Gu" 2 0, a t 152.
tTmtea. tn:tes ha,'lng Jurisdictiou of ~n,v . Co .. 363 U .S. 5'74 (1960).
""Ibid.
the on.rties. without re~pe ·t to tlto,>
1 0 Ibid.
20 United S t
£,corkers v. American Inrunounl in co·n trovers, <lt wltboul
1; L a bor Management R elations Act, 61 ternationa l A11m1/n1w, Corp ., supra n ote
rcgaT,I to the clti>.enslliP of the pllr•
Sta t .. 142 (1947) , 9 U.S.C . HI.
20 . a t 152.
·
ties .

the compan , wa- te!'minated . The
union then filed an unfair labor
practice charg with the i\"LRB and
h~ar.ing. on thi, charge were held.
ub·equent to 'filing the unfair labor
practice cl1arge the union brought
uit in the district court under section 301 of the Taft-Haa:tlev _ ct to
nforce the arbitration clause iu the
cofle tiY bargain ing a!!Teement.
In tl1e federal distri •t court the
employer mad motion to clismi.
on everal ground . These motions
were treated as a motion for urumary judgment amJ u.bsequently
<:011 iderable factual material concerning th proce cling before the
NLRB "·as introduced into evidence. The primary contention of
the em ployer wa that tl,e NLRB
had exclush, jurisiliction of the
ubj ct matter. The district court
withou opinion. entered au order
granting th e.mployer' motion to
dismiss."' The order read;
. .. l'h conrt finds and detenu.in
t.hal in the exercise
of its discretion, its juri.,;diction over the nbject malt.er
honld not h e exercised al thi s
tim e or o:ntil said matters .a nd
is nes now h efor said Board
h ave b ee n Ii n a ll y ad j u di -

cated. ' "'
The case wa
Unit d tates
OU"r t of Appeals,
F ifth Circuit."' which re,·er ed th
order of the clistricL <:ourt. In examining Lh primary question of conflict between the N LRB and the enfore ru.ent of the arbitration claus
the court thought the unio11 hould
be entitled to the enforcement of th
lau even thouab tl1e unfair labor
practice charg was pendiug. The
court pointed out tJrn.t thete is only
a limited imilarit."·' between th·e
<:om plaint before t he :NLRB and the
one -ought to be arbitrated,"' ince
an arl)itration i.nvol · the union'
contractual ri •hts while the NLRB
pro ding concern the employ
. tatutory rights. Il wa noted th.at
the . IT.RB' remed.ie are to vindicat public policie and not to afford ]Jrivate relief to employees.±>
One of the prjncipal concern of
any employer in a case uch a~ this
is tLe co t and incom·enieuce of the
dual forum . Th court brushed over
this by . ayino- " o far as the co t
or .inconvenience of producing Like
or imilar evidence before the arbi.ter is concertied, no poli<:y defined
in Lhe labor act afford any inununity to the par ti s to an arbitration
agreement. " "'
In 1nith v . Evening e-w "'" the
United la.te
uprerne
ou:rt revcr d the upren1e Court of Michlgan and ruled that the jmisdiction
o:f state courts to nlorce "ontra
"
right under ection 301 is not destroyed by the iact that th ubjeet
matter i also au un:fai:r Jn.bor practice. Tbj rulina was grounded on
the application of- what tbe court
felt to be the fc<l ral law n.s expressed in the Luca.s Flour"" and
Dowd BOX, "" ea ·. The majority
opinion aid: ·'If .. . there are ituntions in which -erious problem- will
arise from both. the cow·t Md the
Board · havinu juri ·cliction o-v r ac
which amount to an unfair 1.ibor

practice. we hall fa<: tho e case"
when they ari ·e. '.., [n effect, the
court ha ct up a clivi"ion of jurisdiction. the courts will remedy the
contract break. and the 1',"'LRB will
,remedy the unfair labor practice.
Iu Carey i,. Westingho'l,I.Se Electric, u the 'upreme Court ruled that
a union i entitled to arbitration of
grievances over a juri dict-ional cJj -pute, even though the dispute may
involve matter within the juri diction of the ~'LRB. The court not <l
that if ther i.s a .rurisclictional di-pute. it can onJy be brought befor
the NLRB by a ~trike or a tlueat
of a , trike . Relying on its decision
in '/Jiith -v . Evening
ews ss tl,e
court held that the exLtence o£ a
rem dy befor the Board for an un'fair labor pra tice doe not bar a
·uit under 301 for enforcement of
th colJ ctive bargaining agreement.
The e ential difference between
the e two upreme Court cas and
tl1e .A.merfoan A hlilniwuni Ca$e 3 "'- is
that tbe upreme Court decision
speak onl. of the fact. that Lhe eri tence of th r medy under the
NLRB does not bar enforcement f
an a rbitration clause. while in the
Americ01i Alu·m,in·t iin Ca .Ye 3 0 the
court wa dealing not with the mere
ex:i tence of a remedy. but -with a
ca. e where the NLRB proceedincrs
were \\'ell under way.
t least one Onited tates Di. trict Court has ruled tba.L an emplo. ·er i entitled to a tay of, arbitration proce ding_ on a union ·s
grievance where the ernplo. e.r bas
filed charg, with the :NLRB and
preliminary finding have been made
auainst the un.ion.ao The court in
thi · ca e f lt tha. th situation .here
wa. the kind of cu e r forred .to in
'mith t ' . Evening Ne1os 9 7 in wbi.ch
ciou problems might aris from
Lhe dual jurisdi lion. An exploration of the policies 0£ the NLRB i,n
Ll1i~ Area will show wlnr the ec:iion by lh -ew ·ork di trict court
is completely logical a.nd . ound as
compar d to th deci ion in A.merica.n Aluminumi."

NLRB Poli
It has been held that the po-- ibility of arhitratiou does not ou t Lh
Board of its juri diction over UJ.l fa ir
99
labor practice . On the other hand ,
the ia t that the Boa.rd has u ·b
jur· diction do not .require it to
40
e.'s:ercise the jurisdictioJJ. The polic. of the Board can be divided foto
two categories. The :first category
include~ cases where an arbitration
award l1a b en .hand •cl down prior
to the filing or an unfair labor practice char 0 • • The second cat~cror.\· ineludes tho e cru e in , hich a charue
is Iii d prior to arbitration.
T}ie Board ha adhered to its
pie/berg Jfom,factu,r-ing Omnpa.n yu.
decision of not disturbing an exi -ting arbitration aw·a rd when tbe r ord how that the a.i:bitration procedure was fa ir and the award not
.repugnant to the Act. Th guide
line· laid down in "pielberg·~ under
which the N'"LRB will giv foll
weight to arbitration a.wards which
:-ettle i u involved in cl1araes before the Board are:
(1) The. arbitration pr ceeding
(Continued on. p ag e 6, col. 5 )

2, Sm ith v. Evenin g Ne ws Association,
""N.L.R.B. v. W a gn er Iron Works, 35
LRRM 2588, (1955 ) , cert. denied, U.S. Sup.
371 U .s. 195 (1962).
"" L ocal 174, T eamst er s v. Lucas Flour Ct., 1956.
Co .• 36 9 U.S. 95 (196 2) .
'" Consolidated Aircra ft Corp. v. N .L."" Cha rles Dowd Box Co. v. Courtn ey, 36 8 R.B .. 12 LRRM 44 (1944 ) .
U.S. 50 2 (19 62).
" Spielberg Mfg. Co. v. N .L.R.B., 36
30 Smith
v. Evening N ews Association ,
LRRM 1152 (1955 ).
suprn note 27, at 197.
01 Ca ry v. W estinghouse Electric Corp .,
• 2 Ibid.
37 5 U.S., 261 (1964).
•o Ramsey v , N.L.R.B., 327 F,d 784 (7th
"" Id. a t 264.
Cir. 1964 ) .
:is Smith v . Evening N,ews Association,
su pra note 27.
H "Reciprocity : The National, Labor Re·
ddr ' b~·
:i< United
teelwor,k ers v . Ame rica n In- latlons Act nnd Arbit rntlou:·
ernld A. Brown. N.LJUl. Daily Lo.bor
ternational Alumin um Corp. 334 F , d 147
Reporter, 45 D 1, (1965).
(5th Cir. 1964).
"" Ibid.

" Kentile Inc. v . Unit ed Rubber, Cork,

30 Ke ntile Inc. v. United Rubber. Cork,
Linoleum , and Plastic Workers of AmerLinoleum a nd Plasti c Workers or America, ica. sttpra note 36.
228 F . Supp. 541 ( E.D. '.Y. 196,1) .
4 0 United Steelworkers v. American In,1 Smith v . E vening News A ssociation, terna tiona l Aluminum Corp. 334 F,d 147
supra note 27.
(5th Cir. 1964 ) .
""United Steelworkers v. American In" Daily L a bor Re porter, No. 57, A-10
terna.fional Alt<mimtnt Corp., su pra note
(1965).
34.
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Jurisdiction of Child Custody - A Gordian Knot
By Rosalie Wahl

Consider the children involved in
the more than 400,000 divorces
granted yearly in the United States.1
If the children are minors, from the
time the decree is granted until they
reach their majority their care, custody, and maintenance will be under the supervision of a court of
competent jurisdiction. The problem
is compounded when these children
are moved into other states as
broken families scatter or as parents
contend for custody. What court or
courts may or will exercise jurisdiction from that point on? What effect will the courts of one state give
the decree of a sister state awarding
original custody? What effect will
the courts of the state awarding the
original decree give sister state modifications of that decree? What effect
should be given? What effect should
be given considering 1) the full faith
and credit requirements of the Constitution 2 ; 2) a state's natural interest in the incompetent and helpless within its borders 3; 3) the best
interests and well-being of the children? Is the welfare of the child itself the sword that should cut
through the Gordian knot of jurisdictional considerations regardless
of the legal theories the court uses
to justify the exercise of its discretion in the child's behalf?
THE APPROACH OF BROWN v.
STEVENS 4
Brown v. Stevens illustrates the
use of the concept of concurrent
jurisdiction in a case where more
than one state has a valid interest
in the custody of the child. A careful weighing of the facts and the
fairness of previous litigation there
led the court of the state which had
issued the original custody decree to
defer to a subsequent decree of the
courts of a sister state.
In the Brown case "permanent
custody" of a ten-year-old child had
been originally awarded to the maternal aunt, a domiciliary of Maryland, by the District of Columbia
Court of General Sessions in 1960.
Both parents were found unfit. The
custodian and the child resided in
Maryland before and after the original decree. In 1961 the father submitted to the jurisdiction of the
Circuit Court of Montgomery
County, Maryland, by petitioning
that court for custody of the child.
After a full hearing, the Maryland
court awarded custody again to the
maternal aunt. Within a few months
of this order, the father initiated
proceedings back in the District of
Columbia Court of General Sessions
and was granted custody of the
child by that court though neither
the aunt nor the child was named as
a party in the action.
The District of Columbia Court
of Appeals reversed this decision on
the ground that the continuing jurisdiction of the District of Columbia court ceased when by that
court's order the child, the subject
'ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA, BOOK
OF THE YEAR, 1965, at 860.
2 U.S. CONST., Art. IV , S. 1. 'Full Faith
and Credit sha ll be given in each State to
the public Acts . Reco r ds nnd Jud!icul Proceedl ng, or everr oth"'" st11 te:• !! Ii .S.C.,
S. 17~9 (1052 ) . " Such 1\ets. redlrtl. and
judldol proceedings or copies th"'eof, so
authenticated, shall have the same full
faith and credit in every court within the
United States a nd its Territories and Possossfons as they b!l.ve by law or usage in
the courts of - uch ·tate. Territory or Possession f:rom whlch tlleJ• are taken ."
3 Finlay v. Finlay, 240
N.Y . 429, 431 ,
148 N .E . 624 (1925 ) . There Justice Ca r dozo states, ' (The jurisdiction of a state
to regulate the custody of infants found
within its territory does not depend upon
the donrlcile of the parents. It has its origin in the protection that is due to the
incompetent and helpless."
• 331 F .2d 803 (D.C. Cir. 1964).
5 150 F.2d 153 (D.C. Cir. 1945).
• Id at 154-155 and 155-156.
7 32 Cal.2d 763, 197 P.2d 739 (1948).
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of the custody proceeding, was removed from the District and placed
in the custody of a resident of
Maryland.
The United States Court of Appeals, District of Columbia Circuit,
affirmed the District of Columbia
Court of Appeals without dissent
but did so on the basis of the law
in the District of Columbia as declared in Boone v. Boone. 5 "A custody award is subject to change, in
the court in which it was made,
upon a proper showing, so long as
the court has control of the child.
When the child comes under the
control of another jurisdiction, its
courts have equal power. Whichever
court exercises that power should
respect the earlier judgment, to the
extent that issues there presented
were then judicially determined. To
that extent the doctrine of res judicata and the full faith and credit
clause should apply." 6
Applying this law, the Court of
Appeals found that the District of
Columbia court did have jurisdiction over the custody of the child
but held that, under the circumstances, that court should have
stayed its hand and deferred to the
Maryland court. The circumstances
considered decisive were: 1) the
residence of both the custodian and
the child in Maryland, 2) the "permanent" award of custody made by
the original decree to the aunt, a
domiciliary of Maryland, 3) the father's voluntary submission by petition to the jurisdiction of the Maryland court which resulted in a full
hearing and award of the child's
custody again to the aunt, 4) the
father's bad faith in relitigating
within a few months the issue of
custody in the District of Columbia
court, and 5) the procedural questions of process and enforcement of
decree .
Justice Traynor's comment in
Sampsell v. Superior Court 7 was
quoted approvingly in conclusion.
"There is no reason why courts of
one state should not be able to assume with confidence that the courts
of the other jurisdiction will act
with wisdom and sincerity in all
matters pertaining to the welfare of
this child." 8
12 856 U .S. 604 (1958 ) .
w 371 U.S. 187 (1962 ) .
u 345 U.S. at 535-36, note 11. As a r esult of this opinion, the New York Court
of Appeals in In the Matter of Ba chman
v. Mejias, 1 N.Y.2d 575, 580, 136 N .E .2d
866 (1956) held that "the full faith and
credit cla use does not apply to custody

decrees. ''

u; RESTATEMENT (FIRST), CONFLICT
OF LAWS, sec. 117 (1934).
10 345 U .S. at
535-36, note 11, Justice
Frankfurter, concurring, "The child's welfare in a custody case has such a cla im
u pon the tnte that Its responsibility is
obn ou.sfy not to be foreclosed by a prior
adju d ica tion reflecting another State's discharge of Its re,;ponsibillty at ano ther
time/t
17 RESTATEMENT
(SECOND ) , CONFLICT OF LAWS, Sec. 117, comment c
(1953) .
1s Id, comment a.
1 0 RESTATEMENT (FIRST), CONFLICT
OF LAWS, supra, note 15.
20 Samsell v. Superior Court, 32 Cal. 2d
, 83,i. F .2(1 at Oii.
a t 749, note 7.
. ~ R.l!,l:ner
Mld Custody in a Federal
21 49 lowA L. REV. 1179 at 1186 (1964 ) .
-vliti m, 2 M1c:a. L. REv. 795, 807-808
•• P a rticularly true where as in Brazy
(1964 ) .
v. Brazy, 5 Wis.2d 352, 92 N.W.2d 738
1 0 aao u.s. 610 (1947).
(1958) mother being awarded custody left
11345 U.S. 528 (1953).
the state permanently and establisl1ed a

THE STATE OF THE LAW OF the decree may also modify it. The
CHILD CUSTODY JURISDICTION child's domicile at the time of the
GENERALLY
initial proceedings is probably with
The law is littered with conflict- either the father or the possessing
ing cases in the area of child cus- parent depending on the law of the
tody jurisdiction. In order to see forum and with the prevailing parwhere Brown v . Stev ens stands in ent thereafter. Custody decrees need
the spectrum , a survey of the prin- not be given full faith and credit,
cipal positions held by the courts but a state should give respectful
would be helpful. Professor Leonard consideration to the decision of anG. Ratner, conning the Supreme other state and may enforce it on
Court cases, the state cases, the comity grounds.

Restatement and the commentary,
finds the following views emerging
on the allocation of authority to determine custody. 9
l) The Tentative Suprem e Court
Position. A state where the custodian of the child is domiciled, a resident or personally served may make
or modify a custody decree. A decree may also be modified by the
state requested to enforce it and
perhaps by the state that initially
made it. In four decisions-People
of the State of N ew York ex rel.
Halvey v. Halvey, 10 May v. Anderson,11 Kovacs v. Brewer,1 2 and Ford
v. Ford 13-the Court has kept open
the difficult and important question
whether full faith and credit requires that a custody decree be
given the same effect in a sister
state as it has in the state of rendition. Justice Frankfurter insisted in
his concurring opinion in the May
case that the Court had decided
that the Ohio court need not give
full faith and credit to the Wisconsin custody decree. 14
2) The First Restatem ent-Jackson Position. The state of the child's
domicile may make or modify a custody decree, the child taking the
domicile of the possessing parent at
the time of the initial proceedings
and of the prevailing parent thereafter .15 Perhaps a decree may also
be modified by a state requested to
enforce it or by the state that initially made it. A valid custody decree is entitled to full faith and
credit; matters previously decided
may not be relitigated in proceedings to enforce or modify it.
3) The Frankfurter-Physical Presence Position. The state where the
child is physically present has primary authority to make or modify
a custody decree, 1 6 although a state
where the child is domiciled or the
custodian of the child is legally
present may also have due process
jurisdiction. The state where the
child is present need not give full
faith and credit to a foreign custody
decree but may enforce it on comity grounds.
4) The Sampsell-Second R estatement Position. The state where the
child is domiciled, the state where
the child is physically present, and
the state where the defendant custodian is legally present have concurrent authority to make or modify a
custody decree, but one state may
defer to the authority of another
with a more substantial interest.17
Perhaps the state that initially made

Minnesota is not a concurrent
jurisdiction state. The result of the
Brown case would have been
reached here but for different reasons. The court would have considered that the child's domicile had
followed that of its legal guardian
into Maryland, that the father's action was in violation of both the
original and subsequent decrees,
that the custodian and child were
not before the court, and, on its
own determination, that the child's
welfare did not demand the exercise
of its continuing jurisdiction.
Aldrich v. Aldrich 25 was an ac-

new residence elsewhere. The second state
now has a legitimate interest in protecting the welfare of the child while the state
of the original decree retains an interest
in the child for the father's interests a re
not foreclosed.
2a Stansbury, Custody and Maintenance
Across State Lines, 10 LAW & CONTEMP.
PROB. 819, 830 (1943).
2 • 32 Cal. 2d at 749.
"' 163 Minn. 435, 204 N .W . 324 (1925 ) .
2
• 190 Minn. 489, 252 N .W. 329 (1934).
>1 Where the writ is u sed to deternrlne
the cus tody of a minor child where for
a n y reason the parents a re living a part,
the proceeding partakes of the nature of
a suit in equity. This general equitable
power or the court. regardless of tatu te,
inclu des the right to make provisions tor
the cus todJ• and support or minor cltUdren. Atwood v. Atwood, 229 Minn . 333,
39 N.W.2d 103 (1949 ) .
2B 249 Minn. 80, 81 N.W.2d 705 (1957).
"" 192 Minn. 193, 256 N.W. 91 (19 34).
oo MINN. T_,.T. A$. ulil.17 "'Upon adjudging the nullity of .i mnrJiage. or a
di\•orce or separa t ion, the l'OUJ.t moy make
such further , r<ler ;)S It deems just and
proper concerning the care, custody, a nd
ma intainence of the minor childre n of the
parties and may determine with which of
the parents, they, or any of them, shall

remain, having due regard to the age and
sex of such children."
31 MIN N.
STAT . ANN. 518.18, "The
court may afte rwnrd , from tlme to tlm<::,
on the petition of either parent, revise
an·d Riter sucli order concer ning the eate.
custody. and 1nn!nt,mo.nce of tbe children.
or any of them, and make such new order
concerning them as the circumstances of
the parents and the benefit of the children
shall require."
32
248 Minn. 303 , 79 N .W.2d 683 (1956).
33
Id. at 307. "Stability in the home surroun<l!n., ;rnd :In pn.rentaJ upcrvi.sion of
a chlld of tender years Is an lmportan t
factor which bas a deep and la.sting elfe 'I:
u pon o ebJJd's emotional life and development. Md that stability, a_rter It has once
been mnintain.cd over a period of years.
shou.td not be disturbed by u change of
custod; uuless other pa r n.m unt cQnsiderations demand a change for the child's
welfare."
a. 265 Minn. 105, 120 N.W.2d 324 (1963).
36 M.S.A., supra, note 38.
36 253 Minn. 185.
37 State of Illinois ex r el. Shannon v.
Sterling, 248 Minn. 266, 180 N/ W.2d 13
(1957).
as Under the Uniform Reclprocal Enforcement of Support Act (M.S.A. 518.41-

BROWN v. STEVENS MINORITY
POSITION

Brown v. Stevens clearly represents the Sampsell-Second Restatement position of concurrent jurisdiction and recognition of foreign decrees on the ground of comity. This
is a minority view at present but
one that is gaining ground. A majority of states still use the domicile
theory as a basis for jurisdiction. 1 8
The original R estatement, Confi,ict
of Laws accepted domicile as the
sole basis of custody, the theory being that custody was a simple question of status subject to the control
of the courts of the state where the
child was domiciled. 19 The new Restatement, in addition, recognizes
in personam jurisdiction over the
child's parents and the physical
presence of the child within the
state. The physical presence theory
is grounded in the belief that the
best interest of the child is the basic question to be determined by
the court and that the court most
qualified to make that determination is the court having access to the
child. 2 0
The emphasis that has been placed
on domicile is probably the cause
of the assumption made by most
courts that jurisdiction over custody
of children rests exclusively in one
state. 21 As a matter of practical reality the state where the child is
resident and the state where he is
domiciled both have a legitimate interest in him. 2 2 Only one argument
can be seen by Professor Stansbury
in favor of single-state jurisdiction:
"that it will produce stability and
discourage the crossing of state lines
to avoid the effect of unpalatable
custody decrees ." 23 Justice Traynor
doubts, however, that the best interest of the child, the paramount consideration in custody proceedings, is
served thereby. 24
THE LAW IN MINNESOTA

tion to enforce a custody decree of
a sister state. In this case the Supreme Court of Minnesota proclaimed Minnesota's right to determine the status of persons domiciled
within its territory. The court said
that whether a person could be removed from the state did not depend on the laws of the place from
which he came but on his rights as
they are fixed by the laws of the
state in which he is found.
The question whether Minnesota
courts have jurisdiction to modify
the decree of a sister state was
raised in State ex rel. Larson v.
Larson. 06 In this case an Iowa court,
as a part of the divorce proceedings,
had awarded custody of a minor
child alternately to each parent for
six months of each year. The mother
returned to Duluth, Minnesota, after the decree was entered and reestablished her domicile there. After
the child's third six month stay, the
mother at first refused to surrender
the child to the falh r, then brought
habeas corpus challenaing his right
to custody. 2 7
The court justified its jurisdiction
as follows: 1) Since a proceeding to
determine custody of a minor child
partakes of the nature of an action
in rem, the res being the child's
status or his legal relationship to
another, the only court which has
power to fix, to change, or to alter
this status is the court of the state
in which the minor child is domiciled.
2) An unemancipated minor, being
incapable of choosing his own domicile, generally has the same domicile
as his father, but where the parents are divorced the child's domicile follows that of the parent to
whose custody it has been legally
given. 3) A wife after divorce may
acquire a separate domicile which
becomes that of the child if she is
legally awarded custody. 4) Jurisdiction follows the domicile of the
child. 5) While the minor child is
domiciled in Minnesota, the courts
of this state can determine its custody and are not bound by the full
faith and credit clause of the federal constitution to give effect to an
Iowa decree.
The court then, on the basis of a
change of circustances, awarded custody to the mother. The "changed
circumstances" found were that the
shuttling back and forth of the
young child between contending
parents for long periods was not in
her best interest .
An exception to the domicile rule
was found in Jaroszewski v. Prestidge .28 Despite Minnesota's use of
domicile as the basis of jurisdiction,
the supreme court reversed, finding
that the courts are nearly unanimous in holding that where there is
no outstanding judicial award of
custody by a foreign court, the court
has power to make an award of custody of children in the state in furtherance of the welfare of the children even though the children may
be domiciled without the state.
(Continued on page 6, col.1.)
53 ) the Minnesota courts enforce the duties of support owed under the Ia w of the
state where the obligee resided when the
obUgor f {t ilcd to s.upport the o bligee or
tlie lnw oI Mfnnowta imposlng ·t11e dutie~
or· ·u ppurt on IUl obUgor present In tile

state. 'flie court may dctermlne w.hetbex
tlle obligor· duty (If sappart bas been
rc Ue,·ed by u ,.e ~'Ond uct of the ohUgce.
""Ret.ner. snpru. note !I at 16.

4 0 1961 WIS. L. REV. 347.
n Wear v. Wear, 130 Kan. 265, 285 P.
606 (1930 ) .
" 189 Ka n . 425, 370 P.2d 131 (1961).
43 130 Ka n. 265.
"111 U.P .A .L. RE V . 11 (1962).
0
•
Ratner. supra, note 9 at 813.
« Id .
<r Fbrenzweig. supra, note 29 at 357 .
ill T hi
known as the Was.hln,,"1:on Rule.
T1,e courts or the tat.e of Wash!J,gtoo
ha,·c refused to take ju rl diction when requested to modify a foreign decree in violation of which the court's action was
sought.
49
Gaunt v. Ga unt, 160 Okla. 195, 16
P.2d 579 (1932).
5
0 Strumberg,
supra, note 25 at 55-56 .
" TJ,e trlnl jud~e should be g-n.!ded not so
rnuct, by le«ahstlc formula a.s by cansidenrtions which ha,re a. b·e aring on tlie nl-

tlruate fnteresl:$

or the

child."
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Rhubarb Cobbler Seven-Ten Splits

LAW WIVES' ACTIVITY
PROFITS STUDENTS
By Jane Casey

The eighth year of William
l1itchell Law Wives began officially
October 6th with the first meeting
of the school year. This meeting was
combined with a welcome party for
wives of freshmen and new students.
Dean Heidenreich addressed the
group and gave a brief history of
the law school. Mrs. Thomas N .
:Neitge was the chairman of this
year's freshman party .
The officers introduced themselves
and explained their duties. Mrs.
John L. Frost, Senior, is president
for the coming year. Her board
members are Mrs. Phil A. Gartner,
Senior, Vice-President; Mrs . Jack A.
Postlewaite, Senior, Social Chairman; Mrs. Floyd Hillstrom, Senior,
Recording Secretary; Mrs . Clement
J. Commers, Junior, Treasurer; Mrs.
Clifford Gardner, Junior, Hospitality
Chairman; Mrs. Ronald E. Erickson, Junior, Corresponding Secretary; Mrs. Robert W. Casey, Junior, Publicity Chairman.
The board members and chairmen
spent a busy summer organizing the
year's activities . A great deal of
work went into the planning of a
brand new project; a Law Wives
cookbook. Most of the members
submitted recipes and the results
are a gourmet's delight. Many talented and generous people contributed their time and efforts toward
this project. The chairmen are Mrs.
Frank Brixius and Mrs. Robert Bullard. This should be a financial as
well as a culinary success.
The annual dance was held at the
Thunderbird Motel on December
third and was a great success. Mrs.

Frank Bonvino, Sophomore, was the
chairman of the big night out.
The third fund raising event is
the Style Show to be held March
19th at the Thunderbird Motel.
Mrs. William W. Thompson, the
chairman, has arranged to have
Young Quinlan-Rothschild sponsor
the show .
If you've ever wondered how the
juries for Moot Court are assembled,
it's Law Wives to the rescue. This
mighty job is handled by Mrs. William D. Sommerness with the help
of Mrs. Gerald Regnier, Mrs . William Glew and Mrs. Craig Gagnon.
The Law Wives are bowling on
Tuesday evening again this year.
Mrs. James T. Sundquist, the
League president, may not be able
to get any of her bowlers on Bowlerama, but the girls who participate
enjoy the exercise and friendly competition.
Mrs. Russell Spence handles the
arrangements for William Mitchell's
answer to Championship Bridge. So
far, we've heard no rumors of a
cheating scandal.
The Junior Wives, under the direction of Mrs. Fred Keiser, are
planning to make Senior Award
Night a memorable occasion for the
graduating Seniors.
It has been mentioned that the
sale of our cookbooks, the dance and
style show were fund raising events.
The proceeds are used to fill the coffers of our scholarship fund. Last
year we were able to award three
two-hundred dollar scholarships to
husbands of paid members of Law
Wives. We hope to do even better
this year.

The Board: Sitting 1. to r. Mrs. Robert W. Casey, Mrs. Jack L.
Frost, Mrs. Jack A. Postlewaite, Mrs. Phil A. Gartner. Standing 1.
to r. Mrs. Floyd Bi1lstrom, Mrs. Clifford Gardner, Mrs. Clement
Commers, Mrs. Ronald E. Erickson.

SECOND YEAR MEN START
NOON LUNCHEON CLUB
By Bill Glew

About twenty members of the
second year class have been meeting once a month for lunch at the
Normandy Village in Minneapolis.
One purpose of the meetings is to
provide an opportunity for members of the first and second sections
to become better acquainted.
Grant Hubbard, ~ho with John
Monroe has been a prime instigator
of these meetings, has directed considerable effort toward gathering a
sufficient number to take advantage
of the smorgasbord offered to groups
of 30.
Conversation covers a wide range

of topics. At one of the early meetings the group was fortunate in having the company of Dean Heidenreich who discussed the results of
the 1965 Bar Examination and answered questions of general interest.
All members of the second year
class are invited to attend these luncheon meetings which are held at
the Normandy in Minneapolis, on
the second Tuesday of each month.
Reservations should be made by
contacting either Grant Hubbard or
John Monroe at least one day before the meeting.

Bar Exam Results
The July, 1965, Minnesota
Bar Examination was administered to 68 William Mitchell
Seniors; 48 passed the 16 hour
test for a 71 % overall successrate.
Two hundred thirty-four students from the University and
elsewhere took the exam . Of the
non-Mitchell examinees, 175
passed, an average of 75%.

Senior Que11tin Hietpas
Named ASCAP Contest Winner
Senior Quentin J. Hietpas was
named winner of the Second Prize
of $100 in the 1965
Nathan Burkan
Memorial Competition at William
Mitchell, according to a November 16 release from
Stanley Adams,
President of the
.
American Society
Q. H ietpas
of Composers, Authors and Publishers.
Mr. Hietpas' entry in the competition, conducted annually under
the supervision of Dean Heidenreich, was entitled "The Corporate
Symbol: Copyright or Trade-Mark
Protection-or Both."

FRESHMAN CLASS PROFILE . . .
working at General :Mills in one capacity or another,
one as a laborer on a construction project, the other
as a research project manager.
Most conspicuous in any law class would be the
students who weren't men. One of this year's freshmen is Dr. Jane Hodgson, a successful St. Paul obstetrician who has done two rotations on the Good
Ship Hope. Dr. Hodgson feels from her experience
that misunderstanding exists between the medical and
legal professions, something that has affected adversely
both the MD and the lawyer. She would like to bridge
-at least for herself-" the gap of misunderstanding
between the two professions."
The wife of a state legislator is a freshman at William ~tchell this year. She is Mrs. Dorothy Anderson,
whos bu-band, Thor Anderson, represents the state's
36th electoral district. With a law degree Mrs. Anderson would like to be able to handle some of her husband's work, especially in years when he would have
to be out campaigning. Rep. Anderson has a law practice in .Minneapo!L
Bradley Winch i a trans:fer student from Detroit
College ~f Law 1vith a bu-iness and academic career
that is positively Odyssean. After a year as a p at ent
assistant for the Parke, Davis Co. in Detroit and four
years a a chemistry teacher at Wayne tate -niveritv Winch accepted an invitation from the oviet
da.demy of ciences of Moscow to lecture in organic
chemistry there and e] ewhere throughout the oviet
Union, Romania, Hungary Poland and Czechoslovakia. T he father of three, Winch is now with. General Mills as a research manager.
If one were to go downtown and ask ten senior
members of the bar why they happened to choose law
for a career, eight might give the straightforward answer that from their youths they had always a burning desire to try great cause before jurie ; besides,
kid · were hungry in tho e dav and if ou had the
br ains and the elf-di cipline, law was a way out. Today the aspiring la.wyer i either les candid or his
reason - for trying law school are more complex. That
i· no to say that he is not as practical-minded a his
counterpart of 19°5: when asked why he came to W illiam Mitchell at age 26, one fellow altered the Prophet- omething to the effect that in order to live
man also needs bread. But because few of this year's
freshmen are hungry, the economic seems to be only
one of many motivating factors. A clear-cut answer
as to why he came to law school is hard to get from
this y ~ freshman. His rea on aren' t easily defined.
J e.rr:y Kisch started out to be a doctor. He had spent
a ):ear m medical chool when be decided he'd rather
do something else. After completing the MA program
at St. Thomas, Kisch accepted a job as a biology
teacher in Burnsville, a position he has held for the
past four years. Asked where his interest in law came
from, he said that friends who were lawyers told him
their work was very satisfying.
That an interest in the law has been "nagging" for
a number of years might be borne out on a graph of
Robin Jacob's educational career. Born and raised in
Leicester, 'England, Jacob came to the U.S. when
his father transferred his textile business to Boston.
Jacob started college at MIT and then transferred to
the University of Minnesota, planning to continue in
engineering. While at Minnesota he changed to a political science major. His bachelor's degree was finally
taken at Winona State College in political science.
At p re.sent he is tea.chin.g Enali h and. direc__tin plays
at Bloomington h.igli .sih~. F or J ae.oh the thea t<¢
has beeli'"-iiii important hobby. L ast summer 'lte directed musicals in Bemidji's summer stock theater and,
with some ambitiou fr iends, is making prelim.ina:ry ,\
plan to open a little theater in 1\!I.inneapolis next}:1
11
vear. J acob is anxiou s to do trial work when he finishes law school.
--"'"'
The breed of student who comes direct1y·-ricf~ college to William Mitchell-without career, army, grad-

In 1954 Mr. Hietpas received a
Bachelor of Arts degree cum laude
from St. Thomas College in St.
Paul. He was Editor-in-chief of the
college newspaper and spent four
months in England studying the
British press under a grant from the
University of Minnesota .
After g-raduation from college,
Mr. Hietpas worked as a news reporter and served two years in the
U.S. Air Force as a First Lieutenant
working in personnel and public information .
Mr. Hietpas is married and has
five children. He has been associated
for the i: ast ten years with International l\Iilling Co. of Minneapolis
as director of Public Relations .

Continued from page I

uate school, or flight to the Orient in between-is not
a new one. But he is growing, and he probably accounts for the marked increase in unmarried men in
thi year freshman class. Among them is Joel Montpetit a 1965 t. J ohn' !rraduate who helps mind tlie
bar at t\!e_Bch:nont Chib. He took the job, a he aid,
·'as-=;;;:
o . afety valve," that is he ~"Plained until he could find something more compatible with his
evening law program. But he has found that the bartender' hours curve perfectly into his schedule. Indeed, he finds his association with the Belmont Club
not to be inconsistent with a time-honored tradition
carrying back to the days of Fortescue and Henry VI,
which found inner barristers discussing after hours
weighty questions of jurisprudence in. the utter bars.
Another freshman is Lance Jacobson, a 1965 graduate of St. Olaf College,--~orthheld. Jacobson explained why he preferred William Mitchell. After four
years of undergraduate study he wanted to go to
work, yet at the same time he felt that if he didn't
do it now, he might never get his professional degree.
In giving his reasons for choosing William Mitchell,
Jacobson perhaps touched on a dilemma facing many
college graduates today.
The college student today is plagued with the potential syndrome. He reads, if he is interested in the
law, of a time when a boy could go to school for six
weeks and become Chief Justice of the U.S. Supreme
Court. His father, if he is a lawyer, probably had a
decent practice going before he was old enough to vote.
Times have changed. In an economy that requires advanced degrees, college is no longer college, it's undergraduate school. Four years of undergraduate
training prepares the student for a minimum of from
three to six years post-graduate or professional school.
When he gets his BA at age twenty-one or -two, he
is necessarily faced with the prospect of more expensive investments (in years and thousands of dollars)
the return on which he will not realize until he is
thirty or after. He feels suspended indefinitely in a
state of potential.
At least to those college graduates who want to be
attorneys, William Mitchell is apparently growing
more attractive. While the student can market his
bachelor's degree, he need not compromise any professional ambitions.
Ordinarily each fall all sorts gather together to make
up William Mitchell's freshman class. This year is
no exception . J ames Rankin studied a t Dartmouth
(BS) and tan .or
ichard re an
as our
children and ·wrote a gra duate esJS tn orth Dakota
on The Tax P roblem of Collapsible Corporations.u
:Uark_W ells is a construction worker; K eith H anz~
a taught history for 3 year it St. 1\iary - College
before coming to William Mitchell. Doris Huspeni is
a housewife- with four children and an understanding
husba . Dan B -me brings 15 years o Llewspaper
experience, Sas UPI editor, to his firs t year classes
It's like the Tabard Inn at Southwerk. People with
the most divergent and colorful backgrounds gather
here together to study law.

sm-

a

Loan Program Gets Use
Information from the Dean's office shows continued
interest in the student loan program which was initiated in the fall of 1964. Utilization of the program
has increased slightly over last year. Additional loans
totaling $7,663 have been made so far this year to 18
students. The total amount of loans outstanding, including loans made last year, is $11,129 .50 loaned to
23 students Basically the program provides for loans
of up to $2,000 in a four year period with 5% interest
compounded during the time the student is in school.
The favorable terms of these loans are made possible
by a $50,000 guarantee fund established by the alumni
association.
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Former Prof.
Named First
Public Defender

C. Paul Jones of Minneapolis, a
former criminal law instructor at
William Mitchell and the old St.
JR., is a Juvenile and Probate quirements for graduation, he is Paul and Minneapolis-Minnesota
1913
QUENTIN J. DAVIS is president Court judge in Austin, Minn. "Ju- working on a thesis entitled "The colleges of law, will begin duties in
of the David, Inc. Advertising venile Court work is extremely in- Anti-Trust Laws as Applied to January as Minnesota's first public
Agency, St. Paul and has recently teresting, challenging and usually Banking."
defender.
frustrating." He is past president of
written a book on Golf Humor.
1956
Minn. Juvenile Judges Association
1923
ROGER C. BAKKE is the Florida
David T. Shay, Stearns County and a member of the committee Claims Supervisor for the Iowa NaAttorney for 20 years, died recently which drafted the 1959 Juvenile tional Mutual Insurance Co.
in St. Cloud at age 65. Mr. Shay Court Code. He has served as a
1959
practiced law in Paynesville and Al- member of the Youth Conservation
JOSEPH J. CAMPBELL is head
bany, winning the county attorney Commission since 1961.
of the Small Business Administraposition in 1943 and serving in that
1954
tion in Spokane, Washington. He
post until 1962.
JAMES F. CHEVALIER directs also handles all the legal functions
1951
personnel programs for Honeywell of the Spokane Regional Office.
J. A. HARREN is in private prac- Commercial Division, Home Office,
1960
tice in Red Lake Falls and also Field and Factory operations which
MARVIN J. GREEN recently acholds office as Judge of Probate employs nearly 4,000 people.
quired the law practice of D. D.
Court in Red Lake County.
GORDON C. MOOSBRUGGER is Wozniak. The firm is now Faricy
HONORABLE DOUGLAS K. employed by the State of Minneand Green in St. Paul.
AMDAHL is a Judge of Minnesota sota as a special assistant attorney
District Court and recently was a general. He deals mainly with matdiscussion leader of the Kentucky ters affecting the Department of
CORRECTION
Circuit Judges Seminar.
Conservation.
HENRY L. HANSON works for
Even as Vice-President of the
Mr. Jones, 38, is now a partner in
Our apologies for omitting from
Honeywell, Inc. as Divisional Coun- First Security State Bank of St. our May, 1965, list of donors to the Minneapolis firm of Dorfman,
sel where he works in both Patents Paul, ROBERT R. WALLNER still the building fund the name of Rudquist, Jones & Ramstead. He
and General law.
finds time to attend the Stonier Arnold Stromberg. Mr. Strom- was named to the newly created
state post by the Minnesota Judicial
1952
Graduate School of Banking at Rut- berg's contribution was $100.
HONORABLE PAUL KIMBALL gers University. To complete r e - - ' - - - - - - - - -- - - - ----' Conference.
He has law degrees from both the
University of Minnesota and the old
Minneapolis-Minnesota college. He
Continued from page 4
was a William Mitchell instructor
in 1958 and 1959.
Even where Minnesota courts rec- court, after emphasizing the child's opposite direction. 1) The circumBefore entering private practice,
ognize a superior right in another need for stability, 33 invoked the stances in which the courts of Wis- he was an assistant Hennepin Counstate, they do so only after conclud- clean hands doctrine by declaring consin, formerly a concurrent juris- ty Attorney, and an assistant U. S.
ing that the welfare of the child will that the mother's wilful violation of diction state, can exercise child cus- District Attorney.
not be adversely affected. State ex the trial court's original decree mili- tody jurisdiction have been limited
rel. Carlson v. Hedberg 20 was a tated against a change of custody. by statute. 40 2) Kansas, the original
Zaine v. Zaine, 34 a 1963 decision, "Independent Investigation" state, would deny modification of a decontest between the Minnesota couple petitioning for guardianship of was a mandamus proceeding in had held repeatedly until 1961 that cree where the parent who is distwo minor orphan children who had which the supreme court sustained though the parents might be bound satisfied with the custody award
been left with them but were domi- jurisdiction of the Ramsey County by a former adjudication, the state seeks a redetermination of the isciled in Wisconsin and the general court over the custody of children in its relation of parens patriae was sues in the courts of another state
48
guardian who had been appointed who had been taken by their mother not so bound and would look to the in violation of the original decree.
Even
this
exception
has
its
equitable
by the Wisconsin court. The court to Michigan. Citing both statutory 35 welfare of any child within its
awarded custody to the general and case law 3" grounds, the court boundary at the time the inquiry exceptions. Some courts are relucguardian on the ground that the held that in divorce proceedings the was being made. 41 In Tompkins v. tant to execute a discipline imposed
court in ,Yisconsin, where the chil- court having original jurisdiction Garlock, 42 however, the Kansas Su- by a foreign court without primary
49
dren were domiciled, had jurisdic- has continuing jurisdiction to mod- preme Court appears to have im- regard to the child's welfare.
Professor
Ehrenzweig,
on
the
tion to appoint a general guardian ify any determinations involving the plicity overruled Wear v. Wear. 43
other
hand,
contends
that
a
fully
over the children. But the Minne- custody of minor children. Going Though both parents and the chilsota court made its own determina- further, the court not only affirmed dren were before the court in T omp- satisfactory solution concerning
tion that the welfare of the children the rule in Jaroszewski but stated kins, the trial court's modification child custody cannot be found as
did not require that a guardian be that even where a foreign decree is of a foreign decree was reversed on long as that custody is decided upon
appointed for the children in Min- involved, if both parties have ac- the ground that the children were within the framework of adversary
nesota before reaching its decision. quiesced in the Minnesota domicile not domiciled within the state 44 3) proceedings developed and suited for
Minnesota courts, by statute, have or if the foreign court's jurisdiction Professor Ratner's earnest conten- the preservation of rights and duties
original jurisdiction to award child was obtained as a result of a party's tion that in order to protect the of litigants rather than for ex officio
custody incident to adjudging di- intentional violation of the Minne- child's welfare the res judicata pol- investigation of the child's welfare.
vorce, separation or nullity of a sota decree, the Minnesota courts icy of full faith and credit and the He suggests that legislative action
marriage. 30 This jurisdiction is a may assume jurisdiction of the cus- fair venue policy of due process might provide for the close cooperacontinuing one 31 and a responsibil- tody claims of the parties.
should be intelligently applied rather tion between American courts in
what has elsewhere developed as
ity which the courts do not lightly
Minnesota considers the duty of than abandoned. 45
"extra-litigious
proceedings" in the
relinquish. In MacWhinney v. Mac- supporting children to be governed
Ratner concedes the state's interWhinney 32 the court exercised its by the laws of the state where the est where the child is physically pres- sole interest of the children's welcontinuing jurisdiction despite an husband and wife resided when the ent but denies that such an interest fare.
intervening California court order decree of absolute divorce was ob- justifies the exercise of custody ju- CONCLUSIONS
changing custody from the father to tained.38 If both parties are before risdiction. "The court most likely to 1) The Welfare of the child should
the mother, and despite the fact the court of any state, however, in make a correct decision (regarding
govern the discretion of the
that neither the mother, the father, a proceeding to modify a custody the child's welfare) is the court havcourt in determining and exernor the child were then domiciled decree, that state should have the ing greatest access to the relevant
cising child custody jurisdicin Minnesota. The court did have rower to grant a modification of evidence, and that court usually will
tion.50
jurisdiction of both parents. The support which would be free from be located in the state where the
2
California decree was ignored and attack in sister states when enforce- child has an established home-an ) Intelligent application of res judicata-yes; mandatory applicathe original decree was modified ment is sought. 3 "
established home being the last
tion of full faith and credit to
only to allow the mother to visit the
place where the child has lived with
foreign
decrees without regard to
TRENDS
child in the father's home at all
a parent for sufficient time to bethe child's best interests-N0. 51
What of the future? Will Brown come integrated into the commureasonable times without the right
to take her to California for six v. Stevens become the majority nity." 46 A six month period of resi- 3) Courts should recognize that increased emphasis on residency
weeks each year. In affirming the view?
dence would provide a reasonable
or presence before the courts
trial court's decision, the supreme
A few straws are blowing in the criterion for identifying the estabcombined with the doctrine of
lished home.
continuing jurisdiction gives the
Where Ratner cogitates on what
practical result of concurrent
courts should do by legislative enjurisdiction.
actment or judicial decree in the
field of child custody jurisdiction, 4) Close cooperation ex officio between the courts of the several
Ehrenzweig studied the results acstates should be developed in
tually reached by the courts rethe sole interest of the child's
gardless of conflicting theories. His
welfare. Uniform legislation
study of the cases convinced him
should be enacted, if necessary,
that the "True Rule", "the primary
to
make this cooperation posprinciple in this field should be, and
sible.
is
in
fact,
the
court's
discretion
exso1ss ·uu!.w '1n-ed ·1s
0081 "ON l!llU"d
These proposals, properly applied,
clusively governed by the child's
·uu,w '!Illld lll!llS
·aAv J!mmns OOIZ
welfare." 47 To this rule he found should adequately reflect in law the
UIVd
M.1?'} JO a~UO:) naqa:nw urnmtA\.
the Clean Hands exception made by "very special place in life" which
:ilDVJ,SOd ·s·n
JO
most courts recognizing and enforc- Justice Frankfurter claimed for chil-~.10 l!JO.IJ-UON
ing a foreign decree. This exception dren. 50
U0!11?!a0SSV° .:mg tuapnts aqJ.

Jurisdiction of Child Custody
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( Continued from page 3
were fair and regular.
(2) That all the parties agreed to
be bound.
(3) The arbitration decision is
not clearly repugnant to the
Act.
If the above conditions are met
the Board will honor the arbitration
award on those issues decided. This
procedure has received court approval in Ramsey v. NLRB. 4 3
The policy of the Board is not as
clear cut in those cases coming to
the Board when arbitration has not
been invoked or when the dispute
has been subjected to the grievance
procedure but has not reached the
arbitration stage. At the present
time there appear to be three views
which the Board may follow. One
view would be to consider that the
National Labor Relations Act and
contract arbitration clauses create
concurrent avenues of relief for an
aggrieved party. A second view is
to give a party an election to arbitrate or to file a charge; once the
party made the election he would
then be estopped from pursuing the
other remedy. The third approach
would permit a party to file a charge
but Board action would be withheld
until the parties had exhausted their
private machinery for settling the
dispute.
The Board actions indicate that
the second approach will not be
used; thus we are left with either
the first or the third. At the present
time the Board has used both approaches, depending on the facts of
the case. However, employers can
take some heart in the fact that at
least one mem her of the Board has
publicly announced his preference
for withholding Board action until
the exhaustion of arbitration in
cases where the grievance procedure
has been activated.44

Conclusion
A court, either state or federal,
must enforce an arbitration clause
under a section 301 suit unless it
can clearly be shown that the dispute is outside the scope of the
clause. In most cases this means arbitration will be ordered since arbitration clauses in labor agreements
are normally very broad in their
scope.
Hopefully, the approach of the
New York District Court in the
Kentile Case 45 will be adopted as
the law in cases where enforcement
of an arbitration agreement is sought
after a charge has been filed with
the Board. However, until such time
as the American Aluminum Case ,a
is reversed or overruled, we cannot
be certain that an employer will not
be subject to the substantial cost
and inconvenience of presenting his
case in two forums. One possible
source of relief is a bill re-introduced
by Congressman Goodell (Republican, New York) .47 This bill was
first introduced in 1964 following a
similar resolution by the American
Bar Association. The Bill would
limit court-ordered arbitration under
section 301 to cases in which the
dispute is clearly within the scope
of the arbitration clause.
Until such time as the law is certain in these cases involving dual
jurisdiction where charges have been
filed with the Board, the best solution for employers lies in contract
language barring arbitration of any
dispute which has been submitted
to the Board as unfair labor practice charges. This, in conjunction
with the Board's policy of honoring
arbitration awards and withholding
action until arbitration is complete.
should in most cases result in confining the dispute to one forum.
Thus, the dual costs, inconvenience,
and conflict between the forums
could be substantially eliminated in
cases involving the NLRB, 301
suits, and arbitration.

